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The Issues 


. book undertakes no very exquisite or precise definit~on 
~~(1emocracy. Nor does it aspire to comprehend all the facets 

democracy: majorities and their powers; minorities and 
. protections; nominations and elections; political repre
tation; the immunities of citizens; or even administration, 

as a powerful and anonymous entity in its relations 
individual citizens. My focus here is upon the public 
, in its relation to democntcy both as.. an idea and as a 

of governance. For this purpose it seems unnecessary to 
upon disputable definitions of "polyarchy" or "con
elite" or similar intellectual <;:onstructs. My premises 

. relatively dear and limited; that: 

governmental decisions and behavior have tremendous influ
ence upon the nature and development of our society, our 
economy, and our pOlicy; 

the great bulk of decisions and actions taken by governments ' 
are determined or heavily influenced by administrative 

,: offic;:ials, most of whom are appointed, not elected; 
: the kinds of decisions and actions these officials take depend 
upon their capabilities, their orientations, and their values; 
and 

.these,. attributes depend heavily upon their backgrounds, their 
training' and education, and their current associations. 

s 
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Perhaps the most concise, simplest, most widely · accepted 
definitions of democracy were those implicit in the Gettys
burg Address of Abraham Lincoln. Our nation was one "con
ceived in liberty and dedicated to the proposition that all 
men are created equal." And our Civil War was to ensure the 
survival of government "of the people, by the people, for the 
people." Clearly the one phrase of the triad which is distinc
tive for democracy is the sec:ond one, "by the people." The 
first would apply to government of any stripe, and the third . 
to any of paternalistic flavor. But what does "by the people" 
mean? By all the people? If hot, by which people? The early, 
hopeful answer was the former-all" the people, deciding 
matters through discussion and debate and vote as exempli
fied by the Greek city-state and the ~ew England town 
meeting.! Even this elementary pattern could not by itself 
be fully effective in the · community because meetings could 
not be assembled on the hour every day to handle the con
tinuing problems of government. So was devised the method, 
once removed from the people, of governance by individuals 
elected by the people, answerable. to them and removable by 
them-i.e., representatives. Preferably. such officers would 
serve short terms within narrowly circumscribed zones of dis- · 
cretion and would be forbidden to serve more than one or 
two terms in office. Although we commonly associate the 
elected representative officer with legislatures and chief ex
ecutives. the basic concept has applied widely in this country 
to administrative and judicial officers as well . . 

Reliance upon popularly elected representatives is one 
step . removed from direct participative democracy. A second 
step occurs when officers so chosen select and delegate powers 
to other officers, appointed and removable by them. As the 
dimen~ions of the administrative tasks of government grew, 
these came greatly to outnumber the elective officers; and for 

1. 	Though in neither case was participation open to anywhere near all the 
people. 

in U.S. history. a substantial part of the public serv
were politically appointive and removable officers and 
Iloyees. A third step away from direct democracy is taken 

the designation of personnel who are neither elected 
politically appointive and removable, but rather are 

on bases of stated criteria-social class or caste, fam
wealth. general competence, specialization in given tasks 
skills, etc; It is now of course clear that in every de

relooed country in the world the vast majority of public 
and employees are in this category; that many of them 

~mmand specialized knowledges and skills which give 
unique competence in some field--competence that 

ther the general public nor its elected or appointed politi
officers possess. It is also obvious that they influence--or 
~e--decisions of great significance, though within an en

unment of constraints, controls, and pressures, which 
varies widely from one jurisdiction to another, from 

field or subject to another, and from one time, to 
JJlotner. 

The accretion of specialization and of technological and 
complexity seems to be an irreversible trend, one that . 
to increasing dependence upon the protected, appoint

public service, thrice removed from direct democracy. 

. n lies the central and underlying problem to which I 


my-self: How can a public service so constituted be 

to operate in a manner compatible with democracy? 


can we be assured. that a highly differentiated body of 

blic employees will act in the interests of all the people, 


be an instrument of all the people? My focus in the 

that follow is upon the appointive administrative serv


those sectors that are twice and thrice removed from 

democracy. My primary concern is with our experi


OUr practices. and our directions in the United States; 

I incl ude some references to other countries for purposes 


trast and comparison. 

this chapter, I should like to state some of the principal 
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themes and sub-issues which have underlain the basic prob
lem as it has evolved in American thinking. My purposeis to 
define and to establish a terminology. Most of the topics sug
gested here are treated later on in various connections. They 
include: policy-politics and administration; responsibility; 
representation and representativeness; mobility; partiCipa
tion; and the rights of public servants. 

Policy-Politics and Administration 

The concept that policy should be determined by politically 
responsible officials, institutionally separated from the execu
tion of policy-i.e., administration-aild the arguments at
tendant upon it are relatively recent in political and 
intellectual history. One finds little reference to them in the 
writings of many of the great political thinkers, and this 
perhaps reflects ' the general lack ' of concern they , felt about 
administration. In much of this writing, there seems to have 
been an implicit assumption that administration is the obedi
ent and willing pawn of whoever controls it; the primary 
issue then is the locus and the effectiveness of such control. 
The separation of policy from administration has been 
equated with the separation of the legislative from the ex
ecutive power, but the division in both theory and practice 
has been a very rough one. In our own Constitutional de
bates and early political history, it was hardly contemplated 
that the executive would be or should be powerless on mat., 
ters of national policy, and in fact certain specific powers 
with respect to policy were granted to the executive in the 
Constitution itself. 

The emergence of the doctrine of institutional dichotomy 
between policy and administration seems both logically and 
historically to have followed two basic developments. Firs~ 
was the rise of representative democracy in the Western 
countries during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 
expressed primarily through legislative. bodies and the emer-

Qf political parties. One of the chief objects of contest 
the control of administration-of its positions, its 

, and its policy iniluence. Second' was the r~cogniti{}fl 
need for · a permanent, protected, and specialized civil 

This recognition arose in some places (as in the 
States) primarily from moral indignation at the cor
and excesses of political patronage, and in others 

from the obvious necessity for adequate skills, 
.....YAT1Q~n;e, and experience within administration. How does 

square a permanent civil service-which neither the 
by their vote nor their 'representatives by their a~ 

i)intments can .readily replace-with the principle of gov
t "by the people"? 

responses to the problem took somewhat different 
and emphases in different countries, though all were 

tially compatible. On the Continent, and stemming 
. lly from Germany and Austria, the, principal empha

was upon civil law. Administration is essentially the busi
of carrying out the affairs of state in accordance with 

and due process. The laws expressing public policies are 
by the people's representatives in Parliament. In 

. the Parliament, consisting again of elected repre
tives of the people, is supreme; the cabinet is a commit-

of Parliament, removable by the latter. The permanent 
civil service consists of neutral, impartial individuals 

can and will serve any cabinet with equal loyalty and 
Ilevotion. In the United States, we have taken something 

both camps. Our government too is conceived as one of 
rather than of men, and lawyers have long been the larg

single occupational group in the top echelons of the 'pub
. service. Our permanent, protected civil services, which, 

tingly,. do not yet include attorneys at the national 
would be impartial and neutr~l like their British coun
. They would carry out policies determined elsewhere, 

er by the people directly (through initiative and referen
or by their electe~ representatives in legislative bodies. 
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In short, there would be a clean division between those re
sponsible for determining policy (the people and their 
elected representatives) and those responsible for carrying it 
out (the appointive public service). 

The developments in recent decades in the "real world" ot 
government have brought to the polity-administration di
chotomy strains which have grown almost beyond the point 
of empirical defensibility.2 In fact, on the theoretical plane, 
the finding of a viable substitute may well be the number 
one problem of public administration today. But this con~ 
cept of dichotomy, like many others, dies hard. There are 
built-in obstacles of motivation in favor of perpetuating it. 
By and large, legislators prefer not to derogate their impor~ 
tance by advertising that their influence is less than it a~ 
pears to be, and when th~y do it is often to denounce 
administrative (or judicial) "usurpation" of ~egislative power. 
Likewise, career administrators----especially those in special
ized professions--prefer not to advertise, or even to recognize, 
that they are significantly influencing policy for fear of pr~ 
voking such charges. And many students of government pre~ 
fer to study those subjects which are amenable to scientific, 
objective, and quantifiable treatment, such as votes that can 
be counted. A declaration that these topics are somewhat less 
important than they seem would be self~defeating. For all 
three groups (elected officers, appointed administrators, and 
political scientists) the policy-administration dichotomy is a 
convenient crutch, or myth, to support and justify their cur
rent status. 

Responsibility 
Responsibility may well be the most important word in all 
the vocabulary of administration, public and private. But it 

2. 	These developments are discussed in subsequent chapters, especially 
4 and 5. 

confusing wealth of different meanings and shades of 
, of · which I here identify two~ The first, object,ive 

bility, connotes the responsibility of a person or an 
.1Zation to someone else, outside of self, for some thing 

kind of performance. It is closely akin to accounta~ 
or answerability. If one fails to carry out legitimate di

he is judged irresponsible, and may be &ubjected to 
maIties. In a broad sense, the dichotomy between policy 

administration depends upon objective responsibility; it 
.Umes that the administrator will carry out policy detenni

decided upon elsewhere, whether or not he or she 
or approves of them. Responsibility is also essential to 
tability; if a person does not behave responsibly, his or 

behavior cannot be predicted. 

In the classiCal approach to organization, objective re~ 
'bility is the first essential of hierarchy. Viewing organi~ 

from the top down, as most classicists have, we may 
be the organizational process in four steps: 

the definition and delegation of duties (i.e., responsibilities) to 
a subordinate; 

the provision to said subordinate , of resources (in terms of 
.money, people, facilities, and powers) necessary to carry out 
isuch responsibilities; 	 . 

measurement and evaluation of accomplishments by the 
.:subordinate against assigned responsibilities; 
;the imposition of sanctions for failure to carry out responsi_ 

. or rewards for performance beyond the "call of duty" 
0, responsibility). 

ent to these steps is the determination of purposes, 
according to the classicists should be dictated by legis~ 
bodies. It should be noted too that authority in this 
is derivative of responsibility, not the reverse (#2). 

l!Jbthority should be provided, from above to match responsi~ 
ty-no more, no less. A great many-probably most---of 
principles urged by organizational reform groups inre~ 
decades stemmed from, or at least were consistent with, 
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this view of responsibility in the organizational process. They 
include: 

clear delineation of responsibilities;' 

responsibility to one, and only one. superior (unity of command); 

delegation of authority and means for carrying out responsibilities; 

reliable measurements of performance (including inspection); 

rewards and sanctions appropriate to performance. 


A quite different connotation attaches to the second mean
ing of responsibility, which is subjective or psychological. Its 
focus is not upon to whom and for what one is responsible 
(according to the law and the organization chart). but to 

, whom and for what one feels responsible and behaves re
sonsibly. This meaning is more nearly synoriymous with , 
identification, loyalty, and conscience than it is with account
ability and answerability. And it hinges more heavily upon 
background, the processes of socialization. and 'current asso
ciations in and outside the organization than does objective 
responsibility. It introduces the possibility-indeed the in
evitability-of competition and conflict among responsibili
ties. This was pointed out long ago by Chester Barnard, who 
observed that the higher an executive rose in the hierarchy, 
the more complex were the competing senses of responsibility 
to which he or she was subject.3 Later. Arthur Maass en
deavored to identify and evaluate competing objects of re
sponsibility of administrative agencies on the basis of certain 
normative criteria.' He mentions responsibilities to: 

1. 	the people at large (of which. as a general proposition. he dis
approves), 

3. 	In The Functions of the Executive (Cambridge" Harvard University 
Press, 1938), especially Chapter 17. 

4. 	In Arthur Maass, "Introduction: Gauging Administrative Responsibility," 
Muddy Waters: The Army Engineers and the Nation's Rivers (Cambridge, 

, Harvard University Press, 1951). This essay first appeared in Public 
Administration Review in 1949 under joint authorship with Lawrence J. 
Radway. 

people in pressure groups (of which, for certain limited 
Mlrposes. he approves). 

legislature, (which he feels should only be indirect through 
chief executive), ' 

chief executive (which he feels should be direct), 
profession (for development and application of professional 

ro.tandards), 


courts (which he does not discuss). 


y, for a study dedicated primarily to a highly co
unified body of personnel, the Corps of Engineers, 

did not mention responsibility to the Corps itself. a 
which would seem of considerable importance in un

~rstanding and evaluating the behavior of its personnel. 
~ubjective responsibility, if one concedes its legitimacy as 
element in government at all. raises immediate and obvi
questions about the strength and reliability of objective 
onsibility. If one feels responsible in one direction 

feeling is counter to the directives received from 
and modifies his or her behavior accordingly, what 

~llance may be placed upon objective responsibility to 
superior? A similar question may be framed to attack the 
erpinning of the alleged dichotomy between policy and 
inistration. If an individual feels responsible in direc

other than to his , or her boss, or if the top boss feels 
'ble in directions other than carrying out legislative 

landates, what assurance do we have that policy will in fact 
.carried out in accordance with the intention of the repre

'ves of the people? Professional group members within 
may embrace canons of ethics, loyalty, and re

1U.u~.luuity to their professions which compete or conflict 
expected hierarchical routines of action in specific de

situations. This special variant of the subjective
.j~tivp responsibility relationship will likely become in

significant , as the importance of professional 
continues to grow within the public, service at all 

of government. (See Chapter 5.) 
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Another, but closely related, version of the issue between 
objective and subjective responsibility was argued many 
years ago in an interchange of articles by Herman Finer and 
Cad J. Friedrich.I) Finer placed his entire faith on objective 
responsibility, which he' identified with democracy. "Demo
cratic systems are ' chiefly embodiments of the first mentioned 
notion of responsibility ('objective'), and dictatorial systems 
chiefly of the second ('sQbjective')." Friedrich found, this view 
quite unrealistic, declaring that "the responsible adminis
trator is one who is responsive to these two dominant factors: 
technical knowledge and popular sentiment." He urged the 
necessity of professional responsibility, enforceable princi,. 
pally by fellow professionals and by one's own conscience. As 
I suggest in Chapter 5, th~ developments since World War II 
appear to give support to Friedrich's view. Our dependence 
upon professionals is now so great that the orientations, value 
systems, and ethics which they bring to their work and which 
they enforce on one another are a matter of prime concern to 
those who would strengthen the democratic system. 

Representation and Representativeness 
Loosely associated with the idea of subjective responsibility 
is that of representativeness of the people in the appointive 
public service. The general theme is an old one in this coun
try. Certainly it was implicit and sometimes explicit in the 
Jacksonian spoils system; in the persistent opposition to a 
bureaucratic class; in the provision of the Pendleton Act for 
proportionate representation of the different states in ' ap

5. Friedrich's article originally 	appeared in Public Policy: A Yearboolr. 0/ 
the Graduate School of Public Administration, I940 • Finer's reply was 
published in Public Administration Review, I (Summer 194

1
). The 

quotations used here are taken from longer excerpts, reprinted in 
Frederick C. Mosher, Basic Literature in American Public Administration, 
I787-I95

0 
(New York, Holmes &: Meier publishers, IgBl), pp. 206 and 

102, respectively. 

in Washington; in the long-established practice 
most field offices with local residents. It is also 

in the way in which administrative organizations 
been structured. Most but not all interest and occupa

groups have some organizational expression in the 
ih'!ll ...t-ments, agencies, bureaus, and divisions of govern

the leadership of which is expected to be responsive 
group to a greater or lesser extent. In fact, the demand 

groups for representation in the structure, is itself implicit 
ledgment that administration is involved in policy 

_ ....~l.,. Th~s, for example, we have at the national level: 

of Agriculture for farmers 
~Department of Labor for workers 

a Women's Bureau for working women) 
:>artment of Commerce for business 
a Small Business Administration for small businesses) 


Department of Education for educators--and students 

Veterans Administration for veterans 

National Science Foundation for scientists 


ureau of Fish and Wildlife for sportsmen and 

;",nnYnpntalists and so on, almost ad infinitum. 


In spite of these rather clear manifestations of the idea of 
tativeness in the public service, there has been rather 

articulation of a theory of "representative bureaucracy" 
quite recently. Some writers have, in the last forty years, 
vored to promote such a concept as an antidote or a 

lPJ?lement to legislative inadequacies and as a substitute for 
shaky dichotomy of policy-politics versus administration 
Chapter 4). And it may well be that, ere long, some of 
avowed political theorists will find room to discuss it in 

. 	 larger discourses on political philosephy. 6 

'In the decades of the 1960s and 19708, there have appeared a vast array 
of boob, monographs, and articles about or closely related to the idea 
of representativeness in bureaucracy. In some of these, representation 
and indeed participation of citizens in administrative programs' affecting 
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But there is a confusion of at least two quite different 
meanings of representativeness, as there is confusion in the 
meanings of responsibility. First, there is an active (or func
tional) representativeness wherein individuals (or administra
tors) are expected to press for the interests and desires of 
those whom they are presumed to represent, whether they be 
the whole people or some segment of the people. Some hold 
that, like objective responsibility, assurance of continuing 
active representativeness requires some degree of answera
bility for decisions made and actions taken to those who are 
being represented. And answerability implies the possibilities 
of rewards for jobs welt done and sanctions for failures. For 
the career public servant, of course, the ultimate sanction of 
politi<,:al representatives-removal from office-is still diffi
cult to carry out, despite recent efforts to make it more feasi
ble. But other and more subtle rewards and sanctions are 

them was a dominant theme, often expressed in the movement still 
known as "new public administration." For examples, see Frank Marini 
(ed.) Toward ti New Public Administration: The Minnowbrook Perspec
tive (Novato; Cal., Chandler, 1971); Dwight Waldo (ed.), Public Adminis
tration in a Time of Turbulence (Novato, Cal., Chandler, 1971); H. George 
Frederickson, New Public Administration (University, University of 
Alabama Press, 1980). 

A second stream of literature has grown from the concern with equal 
opportunity, affirmative action, and discrimination against minorities, 
women, handicapped, and others in public employment. For examples, 
see the writings of Samuel Krislov, notably his Representative Bureauc
racy (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1974), and Harry Kranz, The 
Participatory Bureaucracy (Lexington, Mass., Lexington Books, 1976). 

For the most part, I have refrained in this work from dealing with 
direct citizen participation in the conduct of government and all the 
myriad devices invented for that purpose-from primaries and vo' g to 
initiatives and referenda, to advisory committees, to actual dele tion to 
citizen groups of governmental decisions. My parsimony in th areas is 
due to my intent to maintain a focus on the public bureau racies them
selves. Citizen participation by itself has been accorded much more 
extensive treatments than the one provided in this book. For a recent 
and excellent source, see the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental 
Relations, Citizen Participation in the American Federal System 
(Washington, D.C., U.S. Government Printing Office, igSo). 

e: unfavorable pUblicity, reassignment" reduction of 
i bilitiesr, withholding ·o()f,promotion, and others: 
there is another. aspect-'of this subject, not necessarily 

to the .nature and representativeness of the career 
ic servant. It concerns the participation of representa_ . 
of citizens in policy making and administration of pro
of concern to them. Such participation and representa

have become frequent, nearly standard requirements of 
programs in local areas. The potential conflicts of 

.and of loyalty between the local, affected representa
and the delegated officials through established channels 

local,state, and national governments are obvious. 
It may be noted that active representativeness run rampant 

in a bureaucracy woul,!-;cconstitute a major threat to 
Itderly democratic ' government. The summing up of the 
~titude of special interests seeking effective representation 

not constitute the general interest. The strengths of dif
private interest groups within administration are 

y unequal, .and the establishment of anything approach
equity among them would be nearly impossible. The 

of interest representation are reflected-perhaps ex
vely-in the conflict-of-interest Jaws. Thus there are very 
problems in the development . of a rounded concept of 

~resentative Qureaucracy within Our democratic framework. 
passive (or descriptive) meaning of representativeness 

the o.rigin of individuals and the degree to which, 
.~ti"~h7, they mirror the 'whole society. It may be sta

measured in terms of locality or origin, for example, 
nature (rural, urban, s\Jburban), previous Occupation, 

s occupation, education, family income, family social 
. sex, race, religion. A public service, and more impor

the leadership personnel of that service, which is 
representative of all categories of the population in 

respects, may be thought of as satisfying Lincoln's 
ption of government "by the people" in a limited 
At least, such a breadth of characteristics and origins 
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suggests the abs~nce of · any single ruling class from which 
public personnel are drawn or of any single perspective and 
set of motivations. But this does not .necessarily mean 'that a 
public servant with. given background. and social character
istics will ipso facto represent the interests of others with like 
backgrounds and characteristics in his behavior and decisions. 
A man or woman bom and bred in Ohio who takes a job in" 
Washington is not bound to represent the interests of 
Ohioans; in fact vigorous disciplinary measures may be in
voked to prevent such partiality. The same might be said of 
a farmer's son or daughter or a fariner representing the in
terests of farmers; or of a business man, a graduate of a cer
tain college, ora poor man or woman. 

The distinction drawn here between active/functional and 
passive/descriptive representativeness is by no means clear
cut. It is rather an exaggeration of extremes. Persons drawn 
from diverse groups-whether of class or income or educa
tion or race or sex or some combination <;>f .these-will bring 
to bear upon decisions and activities different perspectives, 
knowledge, values, and abilities. And the products of their 
interaction will very likely differ from the products were they . 
all of a single genre. I lay stress on the distinction because it 
seems to ·me there has been a good deal of confusion on the 
matter in the recent literature about public executives~· The 
fact is that we know too little about the relationship between 
a pers,on's background and pre..employment socialization on". 
the one hand, and his orientation and behavior in office on 
the other. Undoubtedly, there are a good many other inter
vening variables: the leq,gth of time in the organization, or 
the time-distance from his or her background; the nature and 
strength of the socialization process within the . organization; 
the nature of the position (in some, particularly among p<r 
litical appointees, incumbents are expected to represent 
actively; in others, active representation may be expressly 
forbidden and · incumbents encouraged to "lean over back

17 
to avoid the appeara;nce of partiality); the length and 
of preparatory'education; the strength of associations 
the job and beyond the agency; and others. 

ile passive representativeness is no guarantor of demo
decision-making, it carries some independent and sym
val ues that are significant for a democratic society. A 

representative public service, especially at the level of 
. p, suggests ·an open service to which most people 

.access, whatever their station in life, and in which there 
uality of opportunity. These are values which Americans 
honored-in speech if not always in deed-for a cen

and a half. They were significant aspirations in the de
~Pment of both the spoils system and the civil service 

The importance of passive representativeness some
resides . less in the behaviors of public employees than 

e fact that the incumbent em.ployees are there at all. 
is, passive representativeness has · become at least sym

crucial if not always effectively so in practice. Every 
agency and most state and local ones, for example, 

now have an equal employment opportunity policy and 
in place. Negatively, the significance of passive rep

tativeness rests on the continued absence, or conspicu
underrepresentation, of certain categories . of people, 

employment opportunity programs notwithstanding, 
·ng barriers to their entry or advancement; Severest 
the violations of passive representativeness in this 
today are the shortages of women and minorities 'in 

and upper levels of service in most public (as well as 
agencies. (See Chapter 8.) 

degree of passive representativeness among the lead
personnel in government may then be construed as 

index of a relatively mobile society; and if the degree of 
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mDbility in gDvernment is 'relatively higher 'ithan ' in 'Other 
.: leadership positiDns in society, public emplDyment may ' be 

cDnsidered a principal channel 'Of, and cDntributDr tD, sDcial 
mDbility. There is a good deal of evidence that high mDbility 
-accDmpanied as it is with cDncepts 'Of equality 'Of DppDr
tunity and an 'Open and free sDciety-is bDth widely valued 
in the United States and equated with demDcracy itself. In 
spIte 'Of ideDIDgies tD the cDntrary, Lipset and Bendix did nDt 
find sDcial mobility, as they defined it, tD be significantly 
higher in the United States than in many cDuntries 'Of west
ern EurDpe, thDugh in all it was relatively high in cDmpari
SDn with nDnindustrial sDcieties.7 The studies 'Of business .and 
federal executives in the United States have suggested that 
gDvernmental leadership reflected a sDmewhat higher degree 
'Of mDbility than that 'Of business, and that fDr bDth it was 
prDbably increasing.8 All 'Of these studies are, 'Of cDurse, about 
twenty Dr mDre years 'Old, and there is SDme reason tD believe 
that with the decline in the eCDnDmic grDwth rate, upward 
social mDbility has declined. Other studies have shDwn that 
upward mDbility has been distinctly IDwer fDr minDrity races 
and fDr "Dutsiders"-first generatiDn immigrants-than ' fDr 
'Others. 

But there are several kinds and definitiDns 'Of mDbility. 
SOCiDIDgists, cDmmitted as many 'Of them are tD the search fDr 
vertical differentiatiDns between classes and statuses, tend tD 

define it in terms 'Of shifts frDm 'One level tD anDther. ·"The 
term 'socialmDbility' refers tD the process by whichindi
viduals mDve frDm 'One pDsitiDn tD anDther in sDciety-pDsi

7. Seymour 	Martin Lipset and Reinhard Bendix, Social Mobility in In
dustrial Society (Berkeley, University of California Press, 1959), especially 
Chapters II and III. I have also drawn on the work of Judah Matras, 
Social Inequality, Stratification, and Mobility (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 
Prentice-Hall, 1975), which leans to a considerable extent on the Lipset
Bendix study. 

8. 	Particularly W. Lloyd Warner. Paul P. Van Riper, Norman H. Martin. 
and Orvis F. Collins, The American Federal Executive (New Haven. 
Yale University Press, 1963). 

which by general CDnsent have been given specific 
ical values."9 The cDmmDnest, thDugh admittedly an 

j,j,'la..J:...rf- index 'Of rank in the social pecking 'Order isoccu
ranging 'On the IDwer end frDm manual labDr up 
skilled labDr tD white cDllar, prDfessiDnal, and elite. 

benDted that a relatively high rate 'Of upward mDbil
'On such a scale is an inevitable accDmpaniment tD a 
IDping industrial sDciety-whether it be cause Dr effect. 

farming becDmes mDre mechanized and mDre efficient, 
pDpulatiDn declines relatively, perhaps absDlutely. 

JechanizatiDn and, later, autDmatiDn limit the grDwth 'Of 
ual wDrkers in industry. Meanwhile, DrganizatiDns grDW, 

grDws, prDfessiDnal services grDW, management grDWS. 
are, hDwever, 'Other kinds 'Of mDbility whDSe impDr

may SDDn surpass upward sDcial mDbility in the eCD
c and pDlitical wDrld. In an increasingly specialized 
:v-and a develDping society is almDst by definitiDn an 

ingly specialized 'One-it beCDmes mDre difficult (and 
academic) tD draw hDrizDntal lines acrDSS many special

and define vertical classes. Each specialty is likely tD 

Dp its 'Own internal pecking 'Order. Upward mDbility 
a given specialty may be bDth substantial and rapid if 

demands fDr the services 'Of that field are grDwing; 'Of 
the reverse is equally true. As the -educatiDnal requi

fDr entering a particular specialized field develDp, and 
career patterns within the field harden, mDbility across 

. -ties becDmes increasingly inhibited. In 'Other wDrds, 
Ibcreasing, and increasingly specialized,' educatiDn, voca

'Oriented, has the dDuble effect 'Of facilitating upward ' 
lity within particular fields 'Of endeavDr and discDurag
interDccupatiDnal Dr hDrizDntal mDbility. NDte that 
er Dr nDt a given type 'Of specializatiDn has higher 

standing than anDthermay be quite irrelevant. 


AnDther kind of mDbility is that between different Drgani-


Lipset and Bendix. op. cit. pp. 1-2. 
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zations or different parts of the same organization: between 
the public and private sectors; between federal, state, city, 
county, and international organizations; between different 
agencies at the same level of government; and between bu
reaus, divisions, and sections of the same agency. Concern 
about this kind of mobility has been growing among students 
of public administration on two opposite grounds. First, that 
there is too little of it among career civil servants, the ma
jority of whom stay in the same agencies most of their work
ing lives and thus fail to develop the breadth and diversity of 
experience desirable in high-ranking executive jobs. Sec
ondly, that there is too much of it for noncareer political 
appointees who stay in their government posts too short a 
time to learn them and to perform them well. The latter 
criticism applies also to members of career systems like the 
military and foreign services where the officers typically are 
assigned for relatively short· tours of two to four years before 
being transferred elsewhere. With regard to the careerists, a 
wide variety of programs have been instituted to remove the 
obstacles and enhance the incentives for movement betweeri 
private and public sectors, between different levels of gov
ernment, and between and within individual agencies. Like
wise, there have been efforts to encourage noncareer ap
pointees to stay longer. But it cannot be said that either 
attempt has been conspicuously successful. 

A related variety of mobility, sometimes a part of the same 
thing, is that of movement from place to place: that is, geo
graphic mobility. In some fields of endeavor like the military 
and foreign services, which have already been mentioned, or 
like regional office managers in some federal agencies, or like 
city managers and public health officers among cities, there 
is a good deal of geographic movement. But for a large part 
of the public service, it is minimal. This, it is felt, con
tributes to a degree of parochialism of viewpoints and loyal
ties and behavior, and to blockages in communications and 

as among different places and between headquarters 
fi~ld offices. ' 

y, there is another common type of distinction in 
_",".Iults of mobility: that between intergenerational mo

measured by the difference between the vocation and 
of son or daughter and parents, and intragenerational 

lity, that occurring during the education and working 
of a given person. The available data indicate that 

intergenerational mobility in America was relatively 
at least until quite recently, and it was somewhat higher 

federal than for business executives.10 

ployee Participation 

idea that it is desirable that members and employees of 
organization take part in the reaching and carrying out 
organizational decisions, which I shall call the participa- 

hypothesis, is not a new one. Its central tenets, which go 
more than two millenia, are essentially compatible in 

organizational realm with democracy itself in the politi
realm. It has been' an integral element, or at least an essen
corollary, of a great many of the reform movements in 
twentieth century,: some versions of scientific manage
t; ' industrial democracy; human relations; group 

ics; organization development; management by ob
"new public administration." A participative 

juxtaposed against the traditional orthodoxy of 
Jtlthoritarian decision-making from the top down, has been 
idvocated by a growing number of students, consultants, and 

in public organizations.ll The arguments for 

Warner et al., op. cit. 

For a mor~ extensive treatment of this subject as it applies to government 

organizations, see the cases and the analytical commentary in Frederick C. 

Mosher (ed.), Governmental Reorganizations: Cases and Commentary 

(New York, Dobbs-Merrill, 1967). 


http:organizations.ll
http:executives.10
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participative management are many and diverse, ideological 

and empirical: 

better decisions because more knowledge and opinions would be 

brought to bear; 

better morale and less resistance to change because employees 
take part in, and have a stake in, decisions; 

greater degree of self-actualization on the part of employees, who 
under an authoritarian system of formal organization are 

treat~d as children and inferiors; 

greater organizational effectiveness and efficiency; 


greater degree of commitment to organization and larger stake in 

its decisions and actions on the part of employees who have 

actively contributed to determining its destinies; 


development within organizations of the principles and ideals 

underlying democracy: respect for the dignity of the individual, 

egalitarianism, protection of minorities-and majorities-from 


arbitrary action; 

employee development because of greater involvement in the 
work organization and setting and increased willingness to 

. engage in job related educational programs. 

The mechanics of participative ' democracy within an 
organization may include any or all of the following: col
legial rather than authoritarian devices in reaching decisions; 
labor organization . and collective bargaining; relaxing of 
vertical lines of authority and responsibility in formal struc
tures; increased decentralization and delegation; permissive 
supervision; team building and project administration; en
couragement of frank individual ·expression of opinions and 
attitudes; administration "by objective" rather than "by 
means" and controls; and in the extreme, actual voting on 
basic issues. There is neither space nor need to discuss and . 
evaluate these types of measures here; nor need we appraise 

bility and feasibility of participative administration 
b"Jtanizations in general. As will be discussed later , (in 

5 and 6), there has already developed a great deal of 
decision-making in many public agencies, particu

those which are largely controlled by single professional " 
But I would point out that democracy within admin

on, if carried to the full, raises a logical dilemma 'in its 
ion to political democracy. All public organizations are 
med to have been established and to .operate for public 

bT'Poses-Le., for purposes of .the people. They are author-
legitimized, empowered, and usually supported , by 
·ties outside of themselves for broad purposes initially 

~ermined outside of themselves. To what extent, then, 
. ld "insiders," the officers and employees, be enabled to 

their purposes, their ·organizational arrangements, 
their means of support? It is entirely possible that in'

administrative democracy might run counter to the 
pIes and objectives of political democracy in which 

organizations of government are viewed as instruments of 
purpose. 

Rights and Constraints of Public Servants 

e final issue concerning democracy and the public service 
be mentioned here is quite different from the . others. It 

ns the deprivations for individual public servants of 
and privileges which other citizens enjoy, deprivations 

ich are justified on the grounds that they are necessary to 
the continuing viability of the democratic system. The 

for most if not all of these deprivations is com
rooted in the concept of sovereignity, meaning essen
supremacy: The relations between the sovereign 
through the mechanism of the state, and its servants 
be governed by the kinds of rules and practices that 

the relations of individual citizens and their em
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ployers in the private sector of society. The sovereign will of 
the people must be protected, even though this may mean 
that the public servant must -sacrifice some benefits he might 
otherwise enjoy. "A public job is a privilege, not a right." So 
runs the argument. 

There are four principal kinds of programs which have 
operated to restrict the freedom of some, many, or all public 
employees: 

1. 	 the loyalty, security, and suitability programs, which have 
insisted that employees-as well as aspirants for federal jobs
be loyal to the national government and have admitted as 
evidences of such loyalty a variety of information 'as to beliefs, 
,associations, and living habits; 

2. 	progr~ms to . restrict political contributions and certain 
political activities of public employees to assure that ,they not 
utilize, nor be required to exercise, the special nature o'f their 
offices to influence partisan elections; 

3. 	measures to ensure that public employees do not engage 
collectively through certain techniques, such as the strike, the 
boycott, and even (in some places) collective bargaining, in 
contests with their employer, the state; 

4. 	 restrictions on the . private, nongovernmental interests of 
public employees to assure that their public powers not be 
utilized . against the ,general interest, to enhance their private 
personal interests or other private interests which might now 
or later benefit them-i.e., conflicts of interest. 

In all of the cases cited above, public employees have been 
specifically enjoined against practices which to most other 
American citizens are guaranteed by constitution or statute. 
There is here a curious · paradox: While all of these restric
tions are rationalized and defended on the grounds of de
mocracy-government by and in the interests of the whole 
people-they operate to deprive a substantial proportion of 
all employed people of democratic rights. All of these alleged 
infringements have been and are 'under attack in various 

25 
In the chapters that follow, I treat in depth only 

them-,that associated with,-the rights to organize, 
collectively, and employ certain weapons against the 

~1"U7~'"----i.e., the government (in Chapter 7). 
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loads, reductions in hospital patients per nurse, reduction in 
pupils per teacher in the classroom. _Most of .. these "demands 
accord with---or fall short of-approved: standards · set by 
accredited professional organizations in the various fields. 
This suggests that the policy aspirations of _most employee 
organizations to this date are neither exorbitant nor un
reasonable. Many indeed are minimal in relation to needs 
and clientele requirements. 

At this stage in history, employee organization and col
lective bargaining offer some promise of greater personal 
democracy in terms of individual dignity and participation. 
Their threat to political democracy is scattered, but on the 
whole seems slight. Their .denial would appear contradictory 
to effective democracy, however defined. 

8 


Merit, Morality, and Democracy 

Over the century separating the second inauguration of 
Andrew Jackson from the first of Franklin D. Roosevelt, the 
people of the United States built an ideology which related 
the public ·service to their indigenous concepts of democracy 
in a unique but basically coherent fashion. The ideology 
came to be known as "merit principles" and the methods. de
vised to give them effect as "merit system." Merit became- the 
administrative expression and a foundation of democratic 
government. As President Theodore Roosevelt · said in his 
first message to Congress inlgol: "The merit system of mak
ing appointments is in its essence as democratic and Ameri
can as the common school system itself." The goals, the 
norms, and the criteria of merit systems were unambiguous 
and widely agreed upon. This is attested ,by the repetitiveness 
of countless studies at all levels of government which aimed 
to strengthen democracy through improved personnel prac- . 
tices. Until World War II few such studies failed to recom
mend extension of civil service coverage, improved competi
tive examinations, precise job classifications, and "equal pay 
for equal work." A neutral, efficient civil service was viewed 
as not merely desirable; it was essentiaL to democracy itself. 

Developments since World War II have befogged the 
meaning of merit principles and confused the content of 

2 17 
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'merit systems. The ·reasons for this growing ambiguity are 
partly ·semantic. No doubt many Americans equate the merit 
system of employment with trappings and practices inherited 
from the past and held to be of questionable value and · de
clining relevance today: independent civil service commis
sions, paper and pencil tests, individual job, "ownership," 
unchallengeable job security, paperwork, red tape. The -real 
sense of "merit principles," however, is a good deal more 
profound than these stereotyped views, and the doubts about 
its current applicability go well beyond questions of se
mantics.They derive from changes in the society, its. ethos, 
its educational system, its vocational strucure--changes so 

. extensive that one wonders whether the old "merit princi
ples" will ever again be operational. 

The merit ideology was the progeny of many different 
parents. Their combination of genes produced an unusual 
child which, as suggested above, grew into a rea~onably 
solid, consistent, and even handsome adult. Chief -among the 
parents was the Protestant Ethic: respect for, even worship of, 
work not merely as a practical necessity but as a high moral 
imperative. As it applies to employment, the word merit 
bears two connotations, both dominantly ethical. One is the , 
sense of deserving and rewarding on the basis of past per
formance or demonstration (e.g., in competitive examina
tion). Work is ,fundamentally good, desirable, meritorious; 
the reward for the deserving is the job or the promotion. 
The second connotation of merit concerns the grounds or 
criteria of consideration and judgment. A judge considers an 
argument on its merits; a scientist considers a proposition on 
its merits; an employing officer considers a prospective em
ployee on his or her merits. In both usages, merits have to 
do with considerations of intrinsic, relevant value or truth. 
Negatively, the considerations scrupulously discard any ir
relevancies-whether they be legal technicalities, useless 
scientific data, or factors unrelated to one's worthiness to 
perform a job of work. In its early days, merit system refonn 
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paid more attention to the negative aspect, the elimination 
of the irrelevancies, than to the positive. The primary ex
trinsic (irrelevant) ingredient at the time of the Pendleton 
Act was politics and patronage, the basic reason for the origi
nal civil service reform. But we have experienced many other 
types of considerations both before and since that time,_lead
ing to deviations from merit in personnel administration: 
military service, geographic representation, sex, race, ' age, 
physical handicap, citizenship, national origin, criminal rec
ord, level of formal education, other credentials, family 
relationship (nepotism ,or its opposite-prevention of gov
ernment employment of more than one in family), personal 
friendship (amicism)" personality, appearance, need. As job 
specialism developed, so did the techniques of job analysis 
and aptitude measurement. The positive connotation of 
merit assumed a more definite shape: the measured capacity 
to perform a specified kind of work well, in fact better than 
anyone else who was available. But obviously merit has always 
had a lot of other considerations to compete with. It has 
never been pure in practice, or even in law. And maybe it 
should not be, even if we had the knowledge and skill to 
make it pure. Should a public job be used as a reward (as in 
veterans' preference)? or as a means of providing income to 
the needy? or as a device to provide broader representation 
of various sectors of the society in government? or for other 
purposes unconnected with the efficiency and effectiveness of 
getting the work done? 

Beyond the Protestant Ethic there were anumber of other 
contributors to the' unusual character of American ideals of 
public service merit. Among these, some of the principal ones 
were: 

individualism--each individual measured on his or her own 
"merits" in competition with everyone else; 

egalitarianism-an open service with equal treatment for all 
(though within unstated limits) regardless of family, race, 
religion, social status, formal education, political affiliation; 
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scientism-faith that there is a correct solution to every personnel 
question that can be discovered objectively and scientifically; a 
best person for each job, a correct placement for each person, 
an accurate classification for each position, a correct wage for 
each class, and so on; 

separatism-resting on the double foundation of nonpolitical 
merit and scientism, personnel work removed from the rest of 
government and conducted disinterestedly, scientifically, and 
independently; 

unilateralism-government as sovereign, and its decisions, when 
reached through proper procedures, final. 

The Protestant Ethic with respect to work carries no such 
compelling authority in our society as it once did, particu
larly among youth and the disadvantaged. The phenomena 
described in the three chapters j~st preceding-professional
ism, career systems, and collective bargaining-have all chal
lenged the Protestant Ethic and the other parents of merit 
principIes. Some of the elements long considered extrinsic 
to merit have become part of the "main course": e.g., tran
scripts of educational achievement, professional ascription, 
membership in appropriate organizations, evidences of politi 
calor programmatic sympathy with the public hiring agency, 
political loyalty, personal "suitability." In fields of employee 
shortage, there is little competition at entrance or in-advance
ment until one reaches the upper grades. Career systems and 
labor organizations alike seek to protect their members from 
the competition of outsiders and also tend to reduce compe
tition among their members on the basis of "merit," substi
tuting the less controversial criterion of seniority. Much of 
the public service is now career oriented; and this means, by , 
and large, that large sectors of it are substantially closed 
rather than open services. While the scientific drive is on the 
ascendancy in most fields_of knowledge, it seems in personnel 
administration to be giving ground: to the professions, to the 
universities, and to collective bargaining. Labor organiza
tions are dislodging civil service commissions from their tra-
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ditional-and often still cherished-posture of independ
ence; and they are thus driving them into the arms of 
management. The concept of unilaterialism is directly chal
lenged by both collective bargaining and prOfessionalism, 
each of which demands increasing influence of employees and 
their organizations upon' governmental decisions. 

It is interesting that over many decades the development of 
civil service, the career systems, the professions, and organized 
labor had a common enemy: politics and patronage. Perhaps 
this is why, for the most part, they were accommodating and 
mutually supportive.! But in the places, and to the exterit, 
that the common enemy has been beaten back, it has aban
doned the battleground to the former allies, who must contest 
with each other. One thing seems clear: that the principles of 
merit and the practices whereby they were given substance 
are changing and must change a good deal more to .remain 
viable in our society. We can of course continue to use the . 
word, and perhaps we should. But let us not deceive our
selves as to its <:hanging meaning concerning: the deter
mining of merit qualifications; the relations of these to jobs, 
decisions, and performance in government; the locus of con
trol over job definition and applicant evaluation. We can still 
have merit systems, but they are not the same ~s those we 
inherited from the past and still teach (or delude ourselves) 
about. 

Merit, Equity, and Affirmative Action 
The principles of merit in public employment have recently 
been and are now being most severely challenged by the 

1. 	The same common enemy may also explain the mutually supportive 
attitudes over the years between the veterans' organizations and civil 
service, even though, as one student put it, veterans' preference is . 
"essentially the negation of merit." Gohn F. Miller, "Veteran Preference 
in the Public Service," Problems of the American Public Service, Com
mission of Inquiry on Public Service Personnel, New York, McGraw-Hill, 
1935, p. 309.) But both the merit proponents and veterans opposed 
patronage. 
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efforts to enhance the employment opportunities in govern
ments and elsewhere of the alleged victims of present and 
past discrimination, minorities (mainly blacks and His
panics) and women in generaL2 Federal a~tion to eliminate 
racial discrimination began as early as 1941 when President 
Roosevelt issued an executive order (#8802) forbidding 
racial discrimination by defense contractors. Subsequently, in 
almost every administration; legal steps to eliminate discrimi
nation on grounds . of race or sex or both were taken and 
extended-by executive orders, regulations, and statutes. 
Requirements for equal employment opportunity now ex

tend to virtually 'every employing organization of any size in 

the United States: the federal government itself; all state and 

local governments which receive any grants from the federal 

government, including revenue sharing.:.-which means vir

tually all of them; and all other employers under the Civil 

Rights Act of 1964. During the same period, 1941- 1981 , 

there were an accelerating number of court cases, many in 

the Supreme Court; most of them ordered greater guarantees 

of equal treatment for women and for minorities in employ

ment as well as in education, social services, and other fields 


of activity. 
There is insufficient space in this book or in any single 

book to elucidate the sources of our current problems vis-a:- . 
vis equal employment opportunity. One may say, quite super
ficially, that they are not primarily due to the behavior of the 
current generation. The problem of the blacks is a product 
of more than three centuries of slavery, subjugation, depriva
tion, and segregation. The problem of women is a product of 
many centuries of subordination and a cultural division of 
labor which consigned most of them to the home and to the 

2. I have not included in this discussion certain other categories of 
employees, including the physically handicapped, who offer somewhat 

different and special problems. 
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bearing and raising of childr_en. We are in the midst of a 
cultural revolution involving, on. the one hand, blacks and 
other minority groups and, on the other, women who are in 
fact a majority and whose problems are quite different. Yet· 
the movements -for equal political and civil rights of blacks 
and of women during ' the past century have been very 
roughly coterminous and, in some ways, mutually supportive. 
Both converged in the third quarter of the twentieth century 
to create large problems for American society, not least in the 
administration of public personnel. 

There can be no doubt that there are wide statistical dis
. parities in the employment of white males as compared with 
females and with blacks, Hispanics~ and other minorities. In 
this regard, the record of the federal government is probably 
better than those of state and local governments and private 
businesses. But there is not"much basis for bragging by any 
of them. Even where the numbers of female and minority 
employees are relatively high, their grades and levels of re
sponsibilityare, on average, much below those of white males. 
Pay levels of minority and female employees average . far 
lower than those of white males, and there is evidence of 
widespread violation of the old and venerated s~andard of. 
equal pay for equal (or comparable) work-again, in favor of 
white males. I harbor no doubts that there is still a good deal 
of discrimination in employment practices against minorities 
and women in many places and among many organizations, 
public and private. And I am optimistic enough to believe 
that the prejudices that give rise to such discrimination are. 
declining. But the main problems are historic in origin and 
aro~e from circumstances before the current stage of employ
ment. Rather few blacks and other minorities have been edu
cated to the levels and in the professional fields demanded 
by governments. And those that have are likely to seek em
ployment outside of public bureaucracies. Women, whose 
levels of educational achievement may soon surpass those 
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of men, have concentrated on clerical and secretarial skills 
or on professions only. midway in the occupational pecking 
order-school. teaching, nursing, librarianship, . social work. 
As they turn-and they are turning~towards fields of law, 
business, medicine, engineering, and sciences, the situation 
will change. But this change will be incremental; it will take 
many years of changing of perspectives, not only by the 
women themselves, but also by their husbands, their children, 
and indeed by society. Weare probably demanding of equal 
employment opportunity programs more than they can de
liver. But certainly we should. 

It is ironic that problems of public employment should 
grow out of a collision between actions taken to assure equal 
employment opportunity (EEO) and merit principles, them
selves nurtured by the ideal of equal opportunity, an open 
public service, and equal treatment for all. Yet, once the 
issues had surfaced, it became apparent that EEO to become 
effective might tear at the practice of public personnel 
administration and at the fabric of merit principles. Could 
employment opportunities be considered equal when one 
or more groups of competitors were severely handicapped by 
deficiencies in education, experience, family background, 
even language? Could they be considered equal when those 
same groups of potential competitors were not even advised 
of their opportunities? Could they be equal when entrance 
and advancement depended upon examinations which one 
was not prepared to pass and credentials for which one had 
little chance to qualify? 

It soon became evident that passive programs of equal 
employment opportunity would not rapidly enhance the op
portunities for the minorities or for women. So was born 
affirmative action, consisting of programs intended positively 
to motivate and help minority groups and women to seek and 
gain employment and advancement in public jobs. Affirma
tive action could be, and was, enthusiastically endorsed by 
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some civil service ·executives who interpreted it as publicizing 
job openings .and examinations, and eliminating unrealistic 
job requirements and invalid selection instruments.8 Merit 
system purists generally endorsed equal -employment oppor
tunity and affirmative action as long as they did not damage 
or endanger merit system standards. But they generally op

. posed modification of those standards for social purposes-
i.e., purposes other than getting the public jobdone.4 

There are a number -of actions that may be taken to 
encourage the 'employment and advancement of minority 
personnel and of women, which have been 'tried in different 
jurisdictions. They include: 

broadening the recruitment base; positive recruitmeRt of candi
wites among minority and women groups; relaxing or elimi
nating artificial or unnecessary qualification and credential 
requirements; 

validating and revising examinations so that they test only the 
know ledges and skills actually needed for .the jobs; 

restructuring jobs and qualifications so that those with minimal 
qualifications can be employed and can advance; 

previding and supporting in-service as well as outside training 
· to make. it possible that those with minimal skills may qualify 
themselves for promotion; 

-planning pregressi¥e.:assignments; 
relaxing lateral entry restrictions;>especially for women; 
modifying or, hopefully, eliminating veterans' preference; 
reducing the influence of seniority on. promotions and retention; 
providing more flexible time schedules for women with family 

responsibilities, such as flexitime and part'ltime work; 

s. 	See for example Bernard Rosen, then Executive Director, U.S. Civil 
Service Commission, "Affirmative Action Produces Equal Employment 
Opportunity for All," Public A.dministration . Review, May-June 1974, 
PP·237-39· 

4. 	See ·for example O. Glenn Stahl, Public Personnel Administration (7th 
Ed.), (New York, Harper &: Row, 1976), pp. I, 12G-21, 15~, 1~7. 
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reviewing ~and standardizing salary scales in accord-with' difficultr 
and responsibility of the _work, regardless of who isvperformillg 
it; 

providing leadership of equal employment _opportunity pro
grams ' within agenciesi and unbiased channels, of appeal for 
alleged ab~ses; _ 

establishing goals and schedules for employment of minority and 
female personnel; 

keeping complete records on all candidates, appointments, pro-
motions and other employment _actions and of the -methods 
followed in connection with each. 

Most of the above kinds ofaction have been -used :in some : 
or many public jurisdictions as well ~in' private businesses, 
and there -is little -questien '-as to their propriety. But by ~nd 
large they have not been conspicuously effective -in increas
_ing ~ and t:levating the employment of female and minority 
personneL More aggressive proponents of affirmative action 
have urged, and in many places use~t- other tools, some of 
which directly challenge long-established principles of meriL 
They include: 

waiving examinations for original appointments. or. substituting 
qualifying (pass~fai1) tests for competitive examinations; 

hiring underqualified -people, for part-time or temporary work; 

providing.: them _with · education and- training ,while on the job; 

giving them civil service status _without examination; employing 
them as professionals after their training; 

redesigning work levels and jobs to-permit unqualified persons 
to be appointed and learn on the job so that they may gain civil 
service status; 

establishing and enforcing quotas for minority employees and 
women; 

'selective certification -for appointment on the-basis of race or sex; 

lowering standards and qualifications -for appointments-below a 
-minimum adequate for job performance; 
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discriminating in the certification, hiring, and promoting of 
personnel in favc;>r of women and minorities~ 

exclusion of nonminority males from competition or considera
tion for appointment or promotion "for certain kinds of jobs. 

Most of the kinds of actions listed in the first and second 
categories above are endorsed, sometimes reluctantly, by prac
titioners and adherents of merit systems, whether or not in the 
civil service. Most of those in the third list they vehemently 
oppose as violative of merit principles. Some of these are obvi
ously discriminatory against males other than minority and, 
in effect, constitute reverse discrimination. They raise two 
related issues of profound importance in current American 
society. 

1. 	Shoul~ we use our practices in public employment to help 
correct inequities in our society, even if they detract from 
efficiency and effectiveness in the delivery of public services? 

2. 	Should we use our current employment practices to correct 
inequities we have inherited from the past and for which the 
current generations are minimally responsible, or should we 
simply assure equity in our personnel transactions for the 
present and future? 

Merit system purists tend to respond to bOth questions in 
the negative, feeling that actions to correct social ills will 
undermine the principles of merit. On the other hand some 
representatives of minority and feminist groups have been 
militant in advocating personnel _, measures to correct past 
abuses, often called compensatory employment, even when 
such actions seem to constitute reverse discrimination against 
most -white males. Meanwhile, the judicial branch has been 
increasingly involved in the very marrow of personnel work 
in both the public and private sectors through cases brought 
by alleged victims of discrimination or reverse discrimina
tion. These have involved: the relevance of qualification re
quirements and credentials to specific jobs; the relevance and 
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validity of examinations; the analysis and classifications of 
positions; the criteria used in promotions; the use of quotas 
in recruitment and selection; and many others. A most im
portant case was one recently brought by members of 
minority groups against the federal Office of Personnel Man
agement on the grounds that its Professional and Adminis
trative Career Examination (P ACE) discri~inated against 
blacks and Hispanics and included questions which had no 
bearing on the jobs the candidates would be expected to 
perform. The PACE examination was the latest version of a 
series of general tests begun almost fifty years ago to screen 
college graduat~s for junior posts in a great variety of fields 
(118 different classes of positions) as a beginning of a gov
ernment career. The case was settled out of court when the 
government, apparently doubtful that it could win, agreed to 
replace the test with separate tests for each of the 118 classes 
of positions. I) 

The drive toward fair employment practices,. including the 
frequent involvement of the courts, has not been without 
benefit for the public service and its management. It has 
forced greater attention to the analysis of jobs and to the 
drafting of qualification requirements that are more realistic, 
forced greater efforts to validate tests, and helped create more 
defensible criteria for promotions. It has undoubtedly re
duced overt discrimination, although I doubt that it has 
eliminated it; and it has undoubtedly given rise in some 
places to reverse discrimination. The public services are 
probably more representative, at least in the passive sense, 
but progress has been slow and is likely to be slower as public 
employment ceases to grow. 

Not least among the costs of affirmative action has been the ' 
increasing involvement of the courts and of litigation. Public 
managers generally and personnel administrators particulCl;rly 
must now increasingly make their decisions on the basis no~ 

5. New York Times, Jan. 10, IgSl, p. 16. 
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of managerial and public interest considerations but of how 
they will look to a judge who, in most instances, has never 
had managerial responsibilities. 

Administrative Morality 

During this period when the traditional principles of merit 
are being challenged, similar forces are undermining the old 
articles of faith through which administration and democracy 
were reconciled. The ideological crutch which segregated 
policy and politics from adminjstration can today hardly 
satisfy any but the blind or those who willfully close their 
eyes. The idea of objective responsibility is increasingly 
threatened by both professionalization and unionization, 
with their narrow objectives and their focus upon the welfare 
and advancement of their members. At the same time, the 
idea of representative bureaucracy has acquired a meaning 
which is not altogether reassuring to the general public 
interest. Most of the professions are well represented in their 
appropriate enclaves, as are most of those growing ' categories 
of employees who join in collective organizations. Even the 
poor may lay some claim to representation in the community 
councils, though its effective~ess is at least questionable. But 
who represents that majority of citi~ens who are not in any of 
these groups? 

The problems introduced in the opening chapter of this 
study appear not to have been resolved through the develop
ments described in the later chapters. On the contrary, they 
have been aggravated. The knowledge explosion and the 
tremendous growth of higher education have greatly enhanced 
the technical and cognitive capacities of the public service 
to perform its tasks. At the same time, may they not have 
weakened its concern for, and competence in, reaching social 
decisions responsibly with the full polity in view? 

This is essentially a moral question; indeed it is the moral 
question of the public service in American democracy. 
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Among the larger units of American government, the older 
and more overt violations of individual honesty and trust 
have been minimized. In terms of the billions of dollars 
involved in governmental transactions every day, the amount 
of theft, fraud, bribery, and even expense account padding 
are today comparatively small. Few sectors of American 
society are more carefully policed in these regards than the 
administrative arms of its larger governments. 

The harder and infinitely more important issue of adminis
trative morality today attends the reaching of decisions on 
questions of public policy which involve competitions in 
loyalty and perspe~tive between broad goals of the polity 
(the phantom public interest) and the narrower goals of a 
group, bureau, clientele, or union. Chester I. Barnard defined 
administrative responsibility as primarily a moral que.stion 
or, more specifically, as the resolution of competing and con
flicting codes-legal, technical, personal, professional, and 
organizational-in the reaching of individual decisions.8 

Barnard wrote primarily of business administration; students 
of government would add a less definable but nevertheless 
all-important code-the public benefit. 

The danger is that developments in the public service may 
be subtly, gradually, but profoundly moving the weight 
toward the partial, the corporate, the professional perspective 
and away from that of the general interest. In this connection 
a number of developments noted earlier may be reviewed: 

the tendency of "elite" professions to dominate . the governance 
of bureaus and other public agencies; 

the dominance in matters of recruitment, selection, and advance
ment of professional groups, both in · and outside government, 
and the declining influence of general government agencies; 

the deepening of professional specializations; 

6. 	In The Functions of the Executive (Cambridge, Harvard University Press; 

1948), Chapter XVII. 
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the development of. self-governing professional career systems 
within-public agencies; 

the corporatism of organized public employees, espeda1ly those 
in professional and subprofessional fields. 

The multifarious systems of American government include 
a variety of built-in institutional and procedural devices to 
protect· against such narrowly based, functionally . parochial 
decisions. Most familiar are the divisions and sharing of func
tions and powers of government among different levels and 
units; the division and sharing of powers among executive, 
legislative, and judicial branches; the various devi<;;es of 
executive co-ordination and control, including particularly 
the executive budget; and appointive political leadership. 
Clearly, however, occupational groups can successfully over
pass most of these hurdles, and in some cases indeed use them 
to their own power advantage. The division of official and 
legitimate power among many satrapies (units of government, 
executive bureaus, legislative committees) strengthens the 
influence of the unified occupational group which has a 
common perspettive and objective: · 

As Paul H. Appleby demonstrated in his book M.orality 
and Administration in Democratic Government,7 the tradi
tional and popu1arized protections against immorality in 
public administration-checks and -balances, decentralization, 
federalism, and others-area good deal less than effective. 
In fact their protective value is probably, on balance, nega
tive. Appleby relied instead on two other (and in considerable 
degree antipodal) institutional mechanisms to assure morality 
in the public serVice. One is found in the workings of an 
open system of politics ·and administration wherein adminis
trative behavior and decisions are exposed or may be exposed 
and must ultimately be judged against their potential 
influence in the ballot box. Any effort to remove an area .of 

7. Baton Rouge, Louisiana State University Press, 1952. 
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governmental actiYity from general political responsibility
to "protect" it from,_politics is, per se, a threat to administra
tivemorality, since it encourages the administrator to 
approach his problems narrowly, to minimize or neglect or 
ignore the general intere$t: Appleby wrote long before there 
was any general freedom of information law on the books, 
but there is little doubt that he would have been an ardent 
supporter of the aims of such legislation. 

The second . protective mechanism, according to Appleby, 
is hierarchy within administration which, if effective, forces 
important decisions to higher levels of determination or at 
least higher levels of review where perspectives are necessarily 
broader, less technical and expert, more politicaL Unlike 
some other writers on administration of his time, Appleby 
minimized the significance of hierarchy as a basis of authority. 
He liked to quote Chester Barnard to ,the effect that 
"experienced and effective administrators prefer not to use 
authority."s Hierarchy, on the other hand, is a means to 
broaden the perspective for, and the responsibility of, 
decision. 

The establishment of professional enclaves within public 
agencies is of course a very direct threat to both of Appleby's 


. protective mechanisms: open politics and responsible hier

archy. By removing itself as far as possible from the normal 

channels of political complaint, debate, and appeal, a pro

fessionally dominated agency denies the general public the 

opportunity for democratic direction and decision. By closing 

the elite of the hierarchy to all but professio~als, it denies , 
assurance of broadly based ·and disinterested judgment on 
problems. 

In fact, ApplebY' perceived as dangerous to democracy 
many of the developments noted in earlier chapters of this 
volume. He felt, even more vigorously than some of his 

8. Ibid. p; '205. 
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contemporaries, the danger of experts being "on top rather 
than on tap." "Perhaps there is no single . problem in public 
administration of moment equal to ·the reconciliation of the 
increasing dependence upon experts with an enduring 
democratic reality."9He feared that fun<;tional specialization 
within agencies would result . in "relative inattention to the 
large-public" and pointed particularly to one form of this: 
"preoccupation with subject-matter expertise, as with 
economics, law, medicine, biology, physics, etc."-fields that 
represent all the professions.10 Finally, he feared the effects .of 
what I have called career systems of personnel administration. 
--overreliance upon promotions from within, closing the 
door to outside recruitment, overemphasis ·upon security and 
seniority. Were Appleby writing today, his alarums would 
no doubt be shriller because some of the recent developments 
were only on the horizon at the time when he wrote of 
administrative morality. Professional (as against civil service) 
control of personnel is now much more evident; political 
appointees, the broadly based generalists upon whom he 
relied so heavily and of whom he was one, are increasingly 
professionalized and specialized themselves; the knowledge 
explosion has . much more closely linked ' government pro
fessionals with their subject-matter counterparts in the uni
versities and has given a far stronger scientific-expertise flavor 
to public administration. . 

Had Appleby lived through the Watergate episode, his 
views would probably have been somewhat different and 
probably less sanguine. Watergate confirmed his faith in 
open politics; in fact, the greater part of the scandals resulted 
from the deliberate closing of political channels and· the 
cover-up of information. But his faith in hierarchy and in 
political leadership would ' surely have been shaken. What 

9· Ibid. p. 145. 
10. Ibid. p. 145. 
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good is hierarchy when many of those at the,t~p have warped 
or narrow views of the ,public interest and are themselves 
liars and criminals? 

In his writings about administrative morality, Paul 
Appleby addressed himself principally to the institutional , 
arrangements which tended -to encourage or to endanger 
moral behavior. He did not dwell 'upon the ethical problems 
of individual public servants ,or groups ,thereof. In -1965, this 
lacuna was eloquently corrected by- Stephen K. Bailey in a 
memprial essay to Appleby.ll :Bailey, building -upon precepts 
drawn from r~ppleby's wJ:itings, teachings, and -actions, syn
thesized the essentials of moral behavior in public service in 
two categories: moral , qualities and mental attitudes. The 
essential moral qualities are three: optimism, courage, and 
fairness tempered by charity. The words in all three cases are 
inadequate to the intended meaning. Optimism is the con
fidence and capacity' to deal with ambiguous situations 
constructively and _purposively. Courage is _the ability to 
decide and act in the face of difficulties for which withdr~wal 
would -. be an easier -response, and -to-abide 'by principle_even 
in unpopular causes. Fairness tempered by charity is _de
manded by the standards of justice and the necessity that 
val ue-Iaden decisions be governed by the public interest. 

The "mental attitudes" which Bailey identifies as requisites 
of personal ethics in the public service are also three in 
number. All are cognitive in nature, based upon knowledge 
and understanding and therefore learnable and teachable. 
They consist of recognition of 1. the moral ambiguity of all 
persons and of all public policies; 2. the contextual forces 
which condition moral priorities in the public service; and 
3. the paradoxes of procedures. Under the first of these, 
Bailey stresses the ambivalence of most public decisions as 

11. 	"Ethics and the Public Service," in Roscoe C. Martin (ed.),Public 
Administration and Democracy: Essays in Honor of Paul H. Appleby 
(Syracuse, Syracuse University Press, 1965)· 
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between personal and private interests and the public 
interest, and as a corollary, the morally ambivalent effect of 
public policies. Seldom, if ever, can ~policy be either totally 
right or totally wrong. In his reference to the awareness of 
context, Bailey emphasizes the shifting of value priorities, 
the necessity of flexibility, and the increasing difficulty and 
complexity of value-choices as one rises in the hierarchy. In 

, his reference to procedures, Bailey again stresses flexibility; 
the use of laws, rules, and procedures to promote fairness 
and openness; and notes the abuse of laws, rules, and pro
cedures to preventaction and obscure the public interest. 

The Bamard~Appleby-Bailey construct of responsibility 
and morality in public decision-making provides a sound 
base for a philosophy of a public service which is both 
consistent with and supportive of democracy. The construct 
contains certain ingredients which, though fairly obvious, are 
not universally accepted or even recognized. One is that there 
is a high ethical content in most significant public decisions; 
public problems seldom succumb simply to factual analysis. 
A second is that the standards of ethical behavior that are 
applicable and sufficient to a private citizen in his private 
social relationships are not in themselves adequate for the 
public decisions of an administrator. The" same limitation 
applies to professional codes of ethics in their applicability 
to decisions by professionals in the public service. The public 
character of governmental decisions adds complicating 
dimensions to moral behavior. A third is that public decision 
problems are seldom black or white in relation to their 
ethical content and consequences. This is another w~y of 
saying that they are difficult and that the "best" solution is 
seldom without its costs. Finally-and least understood
is 	the proposition that politics and administrative organiza
tion are themselves the best protectors of administrative 
morality, provided they are open and public. 

But if we can accept the Barnard-Appleby-Bailey construct 
asa philosophic base, how can it be made operational among 

http:Appleby.ll
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administrators? Must each one learn it for himself by succes
sive burnings of his fingers--as, for the most part, Barnard 
and Appleby and Bailey must have done? Not many adminis
trators are as perceptive and sensitive as these three, and one 
doubts that such an experiential process would be very 
effective, even in the very long range. Further, it is clear that 
some of the central tenets of this view of public morality run 
directly counter to the doctrine of a number of professions 
which are important sources of public administrators-
probably the majority of them. Most professions are at best 
ambivalent, at worst downright hostile, toward government 

, in general and politics in particular. Most seek to shield 
themselves from politics, and this of course means that they 
oppose open politics. Most oppose the incursion of non
professionals into their professional decision-making territory. 
Most of those which have to do primarily with things rather 
than people are impatient with ambiguities, with com
promise, _with administrative procedure. Those professions 
which are applied sciences or which emulate or aspire to be 
sciences-and this includes the majority of them--emphasize 
values and 'processes consistent with the search for knowledge 
and truth. The exigencies of public problems, imperfectly 
defined and demanding actions on the basis of partial and 
often questionable information, are seldom consonant with 
such values and processes. The recent thrust of many of the 
professions is not very promising for the development of the 
kind of administrative morality envisaged by Barnard, 
Appleby, and Bailey. 

Democracy and Education 
The winds of change, however, bear other straws, straws 
which promise new and more meaningful definitions of 
"merit" and also a broader and deeper understanding of 
administrative responsibility. One of these straws is simply 
the urgency of public problems. 'The underdeveloped popu-
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lations of the world are impatient, as are our own minorities, 
our own impoverished, our own urban populations. Action 
will not wait for the completion of data-gathering and 
analysis or for the negotiation of boundaries b~tween occu
pational monopolies. A second straw is a product of the 
knowledge explosion itself, which among other things has 
taught the interconnection of social conditions and the 
obstinacy of any social problem to respond to a specific, 
functionally defined solution. The educators by themselves 
are unable to cope with the problem of education, because 
it goes far beyond teaching. The doctors and .the health 
officers are confronted with the same situation in the area of 
health, as are the police in that of crime, the transportation 
engineers in transportation, the welfare workers in poverty, 
and all of these in racial discrimination and hostility. Each 
profession is learning the hard way of its own inadequacies 
and its underlying dependence upon the methods and under
standings of other disciplines. The interdisciplinary and 
interprofessionaJ approach is no longer ' a mere academic 
curio, an interesting but dilettantish experiment. In today's 
world· it is an absolute necessity, for no discipline, no pro
fession, can handle even its own problems by itself. This 
lesson was learned a good many years ago by the natural 
sciences and the "natural" professions. It is coming later and 
harder in the social fields, particularly economics; but its 
ultimate acceptance is inevitable. The interconnection of 
social problems and the interdependence of disciplines in 
dealing w~th them are two sides of the same coin. 

Another product of the knowledge explosion has been a 
growing faith of the society and particularly of its leaders in 
the value of research to enable us more effectively to deal 
with our problems. This growth also started in the physical 
sciences and is least questioned there. It has recently spread 
rapidly in the life and medical sciences. It is beginning to 
develop in the social sciences. It is interesting, paradoxical, 
and indeed tragic that government has so tremendously 
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stimulated and supported the natural sciences while giving 
the back of its hand to those fields of social knowledge upon 
which government and the society itself most immediately 
depend. Our hardest problems are human problems that can 
respond only to human remedies. We are beginning to learn 
how to analyze th~se problems and to devise means of coping 
with them. Social policies must be focused on ' values, 
tempered by sympathy, grounded in knowledge. 

The higher officials in the public service are products of 
the colleges and universities, and principally their profes
sional departments and schools. This will be increasingly, 
even mayhap exclusively, true in the future. These persons 
will have a growing influence in the determination of public 
policy. Ultimately the possibilities of a truly democratic 
public service will depend upon 1. the mobility whereby 
intelligent individuals from all walks of life may progress to 
and through higher education and 2. the kind of orientation' 
and education they receive in the universities. On the first 
point there is evidence of progress, though there is a long 
way to go. On the second, in spite of centripetal, problem
oriented pressures described earlier, there remains a high 
degree of specialization in particular fields accompanied by 
a declining exposure to~ and interest in, broader social areas, 
including the context within which each , specialization 

operates. 
In the future, merit w~ll increasingly be measured by pr<r 

fessionals against criteria established by the professions and 
by the universities which spawn them. It will depend in part 
upon technical and cognitive qualifications in the fields of 
specialization. The danger is that these will be too large a 
part of the criteria. Truly meritorious performance in public 
administration will depend at least equally upon the values, 
the objectives; and the moral standards which the adminis
trator brings to his decisions, and upon his ability to weigh 
the relevant premises judiciously in his approach to the 
problems at han4. His code can hardly be as simple as the 
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. Ten Commandments,the Boy .Scout Code, " or the code··of 
. ethics of any of the professions; his deeisions. usually will 
require 'some kind ·.of interpretation of 'public and, public 
interest-explicit, implicit, even,unconscious. 

Such decisions are difficult, complex, and soul-testing, for 
the .qualities they demand search the depths of both ,mind . 
and ,spirit. As Bailey wrote, "Virtue without understanding 
can be quite as disastrous as understanding without virtue."12 
Understanding entails a degree of knowledge, a sense -of 
relationships among .phenomena, an appreciation of both 
social and,' private values. Most of the ingredients of-under
standing can be~,fearnedj and many of them can be taught. 
They .go well beyond the mastery of scientific method; of 
substantive knowledge-, .of. professional .t~hni..~' They go ' 
beyond ' the boundaries of ,-the typical ' profession or the · 
curriculum of the standard professional training course. Yet 
understanding in this sense must become a major ingredient . 
of public se.rvice merit in the future. This will require a 
degree of modesty ,and even humility on the part ·of indi- . 
vidual professionals (and. professors) abou~ their fields; a 
curiosity about, and accommodation ·toward, other fields of 
study and vocation; .. a sense of the society and the polity, and .. 
of the relationships between ~hem . and the field .of occupa
tional concentration. 

Governmental ' agencies have for ' the most part accepted\ 
professional' and academic definirioM , and ,measurements ,of~ ' 

merit as applied to specific academic .and occupational fields. 
Most of them ' have, however, minimized th~broader -under- ' 
standing discussed in the preceding paragraph as an element 
in appointment · or advancement. The more' difficult, less 
measurable, elements of morality in public decision-making 
have been almost completely ,ignored in discussions of merit 
principles, although they may well be the most important 
criteria of all. ' . 

12. Ibid. p. 285. 
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As in our ,culture ,in the past and in a -good many other 
. civilizations, the natnre and .quality of the public seT-vice 
depend principally upon . the system of education. Almost all 
of our future public administrators will be college graduates, 
and within two or three · decades a majority of them will 
-probably have graduate degrees. Rising proportions ·ofpublic 
administrators are returning to graduate schools for refresher 
courses, mid-career training, and higher degrees. These trends 
suggest that university faculties will have growing responsi
bility for preparing and (or ,developing public servants both 
in their technical speCialities and in the broader social fields 
with ·which their professions interact. 

The universities offer the -·best means of making -the pro
fessions safe for democracy. At least one may hope. 
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